Gritting Services...Gritting Services
A very cold winter is forecast !
Be safe at work this winter with our guaranteed
gritting services.
Our premium gritting service provides
you with peace of mind whatever the
weather. When temperatures are predicted to drop below an agreed temperature overnight, usually 0, we
will automatically turn up and grit
whatever areas we agree need doing
before the next morning; ensuring
that your staff arrive safely in
their offices. Our charges include
regular daily monitoring of 5 weather
services and forecasts are based on
postcodes ensuring that the predictions are as accurate as possible for
your particular buildings. Interested
in receiving more details ?

We only use top quality de-icing salt that will melt ice
down to –10 degrees ensuring an ice- free environment in
all but the very worst conditions. We use white salt—
reducing all the problems with tramping brown salt through
buildings and all the consequential problems that can bring–
which complies to BS3247 ensuring less than 4% moisture
and an even grading. This allows for a regular and even
spread of salt ; minimising wastage and environmental impact and maximising efficiency and effectiveness.

Call us on: 0800 032 1820 or
Email us:
info@enterpriseplants.com

Standard Terms
Premium gritting service criteria
At midday a selection of 5 weather websites are
checked for the coming 24 hours. Should 3 of the 5
sites predict temperatures of below Zero we will
automatically arrange for gritting to take place
Print outs of the reports are forwarded to the clients with invoices.
Sites used are:
www.bbc.co.uk/weather
www.weatheronline.co.uk
www.metoffice.com
www.weather.co.uk
www.metcheck.com
Reactive Gritting Service
We will provide a reactive gritting - service on
demand. We will respond to any requests for gritting that are received before 12.30pm on the day
gritting required. Our Automatic call – out clients
will have priority but we will endeavour to visit
all sites as required. Costs and scope of gritting
must be agreed prior to call out
Timing
Gritting will take place between 5.00pm same day
and 6.00am the following day.
Salt will be applied to all areas specified in the
quotation once during each call out. We do not accept responsibility if refreezing occurs after application of salt.
Salt application
Car parks will be treated with a vehicle mounted
hopper and paths with pedestrian operated hand
spreaders. Snow clearance is not included but can
be considered separately. We do not accept any responsibility for damage caused by salt.

GRITTING SERVICES

Limitation of Liability
If we are on site for the purpose of providing gritting services, then
we will indemnify you against direct damage or injury to the property or
person or that of others occurring while we are working on site, to the
extent caused by the negligence of ourselves, but not otherwise, by making good such damage to property or compensating personal injury. Provided that:
Our total liability for damage to your property (including damage caused
by our breach of contract, tort or breach of statutory duty) shall not
exceed £1,000,000 or the contract price, whichever is greater, and we
shall not be liable to you for any loss of profit or of contracts or,
save as aforesaid, for any loss or damage of any kind whatsoever and
whether caused by our breach of contract, tort or breach of statutory
duty or otherwise howsoever.
Save as provided above we shall not be liable for any damage or injury
occurring prior to commencement or after completion of our work on site.
In particular, but without limitation, we can accept no liability for
incidents occurring on gritted areas. We draw to your attention that
gritting does not and cannot provide a complete solution to icy conditions. Grit is spread evenly, but will not cover every inch of surface
area. Consequently we can offer no guarantee that the gritting of areas
will prevent accidents occurring. We specifically draw to your attention the potential for re-freezing taking place after gritting has been
carried out in which respect we accept no liability.

Response Times
Any response times will be approximate only and subject to change according to prevailing weather and traffic conditions in particular.
Subject to those conditioned we agree to use our reasonable endeavours
to reach and grit the agreed list of sites as soon as reasonably possible.

Sites Covered
We agree only to cover the agreed list of sites (agreed at the time of
acceptance of your official order and acknowledged by us) and no others.
Any further sites (“unlisted sites”) will be gritted subject to availability of gritters and crews at our sole discretion and subject to
agreement of a one off price. Any agreement to grit an unlisted site on
any one occasion will not give rise to any obligation on our part to
agree to grit that unlisted site on any subsequent occasion.

